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Vahva brändi erottaa yrityksen sen kilpailijoistaan ja on vahvasti sidoksissa yrityksen 
kilpailukykyyn ja tulokseen. Menestymiseen ei kuitenkaan riitä ainoastaan brändin tunnettuus, 
vaan brändin täytyy kyetä valtaamaan paikkansa kuluttajan mielessä. Kuluttajien arvostama 
brändi luo kestävän pohjan bisneksen kasvulle, kasvattaa myyntiä sekä edesauttaa yrityksen 
toiminnan kehittymistä tulevaisuudessa. Arvostetut brändit kantavat läpi vaikeidenkin 
aikojen. 
 
Opinnäytetyön tavoitteena oli lisätä yrityksen tietoisuutta ja ymmärrystä Fazer-suklaabrändin 
tämänhetkisestä asemasta markkinoilla, sekä luoda yritykselle ideoita brändin kehittämistä 
varten. Tutkimus auttaa yritystä ymmärtämään mitkä ovat brändin heikkouksia ja vahvuuksia 
sekä mitä toimenpiteitä mahdollisesti yrtiyksen kannattaa tehdä, jotta liiketoimintaa voidaan 
kasvattaa myös ulkomaan markkinoilla. Opinnäytetyö tarjoaa yritykselle kattavan kuvauksen 
Karl Fazer-brändistä.  
 
Tiedonkeruumenetelminä käytettiin teemahaastatteluja, havainnointia, sekä 
mielleyhtymätekniikkaa. Opinnäytetyön tietoperustassa käsiteltiin; brändin pääomaa, 
bränditietoisuutta, lojaaliutta, assosisaatioita, brändin symbooleja, pakkauksia, slogania sekä 
tunnusmusiikkia. Työssä tutkittiin ja havainnointiin Karl Fazer brändiä laajasti muun muassa 
haastatteluiden, sekä erinäisten kirja- ja internetlähteiden avulla. Brändin asemaa ulkomaan 
markkinoilla halutaan myös kasvattaa.  
 
Työssä kävi ilmi se, että vaikka Karl Fazer on Suomen suosituin brändi, on ulkomaan 
markkinaosuuden laajentamisessa vielä tehtävää, erityisesti markkinatutkimuksen saralla. 
Käytännössä siis yrityksen tulisi hankkia lisää tietoa muun muassa markkinoilla olevista 
kilpailijoista, tuotteista, kohdemaan ostokulttuurista sekä asiakasryhmistä. Kielikuvat ovat 
ratkaisevassa roolissa kun kuluttajat tekevät ostopäätöksiään, jonka takia on tärkeää 
panostaa brändin imagoon ja luoda kuluttajille positiivisa brändimielekuvia. Brändin 
uudistamista vaaditaan jatkuvasti, jotta brändi pysyy suomalaisten mielessä. 
 
Karl Fazerilla on kaksi pääsegmenttiä, jotka ovat suomalaiset ja ulkomaalaiset asiakkaat. On 
tärkeää osata pitää nämä kaksi segmenttiä erillään ja tuntea vahvasti jokaisen maan 
markkinat ja ostokulttuuri. Työn tulokset osoittivat, että Karl Fazer on luonut vahvan ja 
luotettavan brändin Suomen markkinoilla ja että yrityksellä on paljon tehtävää, jotta saavat 
näkyvyttä ulkomaan markkinoilla.  
 
 
Avainsanat: Brändi, asiakaskunta, kuluttajat, markkinointi, kehitys, brändäys
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Strong brand differentiates company from its competitors and is strongly tighten to compa-
ny’s competitiveness and profitably. Only being well-known is not the key to success, but the 
brand should also conquer the customer’s minds. Being dignified in customers minds it creates 
a strong base for growth of the business, raise the sales and helps company to improve its 
development in the future. Dignified brands go through even the hardest times. 
 
Purpose of this Thesis was to add company’s knowledge and understanding of Karl Fazer’s 
chocolate brand and its’ position in current markets. Purpose was to create new development 
ideas for the brand. The development ideas help the company to understand its’ strengths 
and weaknesses and also what actions they should do when taking the business abroad.  
 
Theme interviews, observation and association technique were used to make the research. As 
Information base was used; brand equity, brand awareness, loyalty, associations, symbols, 
packaging, slogans and jingles.   Karl Fazer –brand is also wanted to take to international 
markets. 
 
The research shows that even though Karl Fazer is Finland’s most valued brand, there are 
things to do when considering growing the business in international markets, especially in 
market research which means that company has to get more information about the markets 
situation, products, competitors and the customer base. Associations are in crucial role when 
consumers make their buying decisions so it’s very important for company to put effort to 
brands imago and create positive associations of the brand to consumers. It takes a constant 
development so the brand can keep its position to where it is nowadays. 
 
Karl Fazer has two main-segments which one is domestic customer base and other is customer 
base in abroad. It’s important to keep these two segments apart and have a great knowledge 
of each countries markets and buying habits. The research shows that Karl Fazer has created 
a strong and trustworthy brand in Finland’s markets but has lot to do when taking over mar-
kets abroad. Karl Fazer is doing constant development to keep its market position also in fu-
ture.  
 
Keywords: Brand, customer base, consumers, marketing, development, branding 
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1 Introduction 
 
Building a strong brand requires a lot of knowledge and work. Brands are created, applied and 
stimulated by people working in organizations seeking to create worthwhile experiences for their 
customers that will induce behavior beneficial to the organizations. This requires for careful 
preparations and planning. The strategic planning for brands start with an deep understanding of 
an organization’s business strategy.  
Thesis will focus on going through the selected brand, defining and reviewing the brand itself, 
the history of the brand and target market. The Thesis also goes through theory of brand in gen-
eral and also examines different variables that affect to the brand equity. Furthermore it will 
also point out some places for improvement and how the brand could actually build up more 
brand equity if it is necessary.  
The brand the research represents is a Finnish brand called Karl Fazer. Karl Fazer belongs under 
the corporation of Fazer, which is well known especially in Finland of their different goods and 
services, such as chocolate, bread and restaurant services. This Thesis aims to define Karl Fazer’s 
chocolate brand (blue chocolate, in Finnish Fazerin sininen) more in details and focus only in that 
as a brand.  
Purpose of this Thesis is to give knowledge and information of what is Karl Fazers position in cur-
rent markets by using different methods for example interviews, market- and competition ana-
lyzes, association technique and observation. Karl Fazers aim is to spread the brand in interna-
tional markets so this thesis will help them to understand better what actions they might need to 
do and understand before taking the business more in to international markets. This document 
will analyze the Karl Fazer brand itself. 
2 Karl Fazer 
 
Karl's own roots were in Switzerland but his Swiss-born father moved to Finland, Helsinki in 1844 
where Karl Fazer was born in 1866. Karl Fazer’s dream was to become a confectioner that is why 
he pursued his training around Europe. He travelled and spent few years in St. Petersburg, Berlin 
and Paris but in 1891 he returned to Helsinki for building his career. Karl Fazer passed away in 
1932, but his son Sven Fazer took over the company. Sven did a great job in continuing his father 
tradition of producing high-quality products and focused on marketing. Sven Fazer made the 
company become international. Since Karl Fazer died, the company has tried to remain a family 
business. (The Fazer Story 2010.) 
Fazer Corporation began in 1891 when Karl Fazer opened the first French-Russian café in Helsin-
ki, which was an immediate success. Fazer established different products that have been becom-
ing very successful in Finland. The organization has four major productions as follows; Fazer Ami-
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ca which is a chain of work-place restaurants, Fazer bakeries that produce various kinds of bread 
and biscuits. Fazer also owns Candyking, shop-in shop confectionery concept and finally Fazer 
Café, which is a chain of cafés very famous for their chocolate flavored tea. (History & Heritage 
n.d.) 
Fazer is also known as an international company because in 1920 the company opened one shop 
in Stockholm, Sweden. Nowadays, it employs over ten thousand people in Finland as well as Swe-
den, Norway, Denmark, the United Kingdom, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Russia. (Fazer Group 
n.d.)  
Fazer's classic chocolate is one of the most famous products throughout Finland that is why the 
following report will be particularly focused on this product. In 1922, Fazer Blue chocolate be-
came a creation of Karl’s son. Sven Fazer knew an Englishman named Shaller, who was suffering 
from an eye disease that is why he introduced to him a doctor that was able to cure him. Shaller 
gave Sven a special milk chocolate recipe from a Swiss master confectioner as a sign of gratitude. 
This famous milk chocolate is made according to the original recipe that has been use ever since 
1922. Fazer Blue is made with the best ingredients such as fresh Finnish milk and the finest cocoa 
beans. (The Fazer Story 2010.)  
Fazer is one of the only chocolate factories in the Nordic countries that use real milk instead of 
milk powder. Fazer Blue has a wide flavor combination such as milk chocolate with hazelnut, al-
mond, caramel and so on. The “Fazer Blue” has been known from the very beginning for its char-
acteristic blue packaging and for Karl Fazer’s signature in gold. According to consumers, Karl 
Fazer Milk Chocolate is the symbol of the Fazer brand. The Company has built a strong and spe-
cial relationship with its consumers over many generations. Karl Fazer Milk Chocolate has been 
seen as Finland’s top-rated brand over many years. Karl Fazer Milk Chocolate has produced 13 
million bars every year. (The secret of Fazer 2012.) 
Today, Fazer is one of the largest corporations in the Finnish food industry with a strong herit-
age, which makes the brand the most esteemed and popular Finnish brands.  
 
3 Brand 
 
There are many ways to define what a brand represents and to which audiences. Simplest ways 
are the following: Product/service + Aura equal Brand Communication and Product/service + dis-
tinctive value equal Brand equity 
The Aura represents the communication of the differentiating and signifying characteristics of 
the proposition. Distinctive value represents the emotional and rational added value that cus-
tomers and employees feel and is part of their consumption of the proposition. At the bottom of 
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all successful brands there is naturally always a successful service or product. Brand can be imag-
ined or visualized as a flag that waves to consumers and creates awareness of the service or 
product which also differentiates the brand from the other competitors.  Communication func-
tion is the base and the core of brand management for a business. (Aaker. 2002, 17.) 
There are discussions about what brand really represents. For example one opinion is that the 
brand is like a marker: it highlights the message of the product to consumers. Other opinion is 
that brands have a more significant role as the message itself. Both of these viewpoints stress the 
role of a brand in embodying shared meaning between the consumer and the producer. This 
shared meaning is the aura that the brand has built up in consumer culture over time. It is the 
differentiation and the recognizability that lets consumers to make detailed choices between 
services and goods that are virtually identical. (Aaker 2002, 26.) 
It is important for the brand to ensure a forgiving and long-term relationship with its audiences. 
Forgiving relationship basically means the focus on one-to-one relationships that consumers have 
with specific brands. Long-term relationships are very important for the brands. Brand is in the 
really strong phase when it can commit a consumer to itself. The strength of a brand is shown 
when keeps customer support through a difficult period. (Aaker 2002, 26.) 
A brand is a design, name, term or other feature that differentiates one seller’s product from 
others. Brands are used in advertising, marketing and business. History of brand goes long time 
backwards when livestock branding was meant to differentiate one person’s cattle from anoth-
er’s by means of different symbol burned into the animal’s skin with branding iron. Over 2000 
years ago also Romans and Greeks, with their exquisite commercial and economic enterprise, 
developed “marker marks” to establish the origins of specific goods. The consumer had to rely on 
the evidence of the “marker marks” to ensure that the products or services they had purchased 
were of the same quality. (Aaker 2002, 27.) 
The second very important origin of the brand marks was the signatures applied to certain piece 
of works for example paintings or sculptures. Signatures really helped to establish the quality of 
the goods in comparison with other merchants or markers in the same field or industry. (Aaker 
2002, 27.) 
It has often been stated that the 1890s was the first golden era that modern brand mark had. 
That time one of the world’s still most famous brands names were created and advertised to con-
sumers. For example these following brand were already leading in the 1890s; Coca-Cola drink, 
Heineken beer, Lipton’s tea, Colgate toothpaste and Gillette razors. Previous list emphasizes the 
importance of a long-term commitment to the brand and the business. Brand management must 
be seen as a very important strategic tool to profitability and business development. Long-term 
relationship is defined in the next chapter. (Aaker 2002, 28.) 
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Most of the brands names have been named by their inventors or by the founders of the business. 
As the business grew they became large corporations. Founders retired and board managements 
took over that single vision. The product became the goodie of the brand’s story and its rational 
performance was the key factor of marketing and advertising. (Aaker 2002, 29.) 
3.1 Brand equity 
 
Brand equity means a set of liabilities and assets linked to a brand’s name and symbol that 
adds to the value provided by a service or product to firm’s customers. The major asset cate-
gories are:  
1. Brand awareness 
2. Brand loyalty 
3. Perceived quality 
4. Brand associations 
 
Brand equity asset creates value in a many different ways. It is very important to be sensitive to 
the ways in which strong brands create value in order to manage brand equity effectively and to 
make decisions about brand-building activities. Brad equity creates value for customers as well 
as to the firm. The word customer refers to both end users and those at the infirm. (Aaker 1991, 
16.) 
3.2 Brand awareness 
 
Brand awareness refers to the strength and power of a brand’s presence in the consumer’s mind. 
Awareness is measured by the different ways which in consumer remembers a brand: 
- Recognition: “have you been exposed to current brand before?”  
- Recall: “Which brands of current product class can you recall?” 
- Top of mind: “The first brand recalled” 
- Dominant: “The only brand recalled” 
 
As economists and psychologists have deep understood, however, recognition and recall are sig-
nals of much more than just remembering a brand. Brand awareness is one of the key steps in 
promoting a brand. This is because there are very few things that differentiate one product from 
its competitors. The product that has the highest brand awareness compared to others will usual-
ly also get the most sales. (Aaker 1991,2002.) 
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3.3 Brands and customer loyalty 
 
As stated before, consumers loyalty for the brand is the key to the long-term success of a brand 
and business. Naturally the promise that brand provides to customers must be kept and support-
ed by the product offer or service in use, otherwise the brand will quickly be recognized as inval-
uable. 
Loyalty of customers is based on promising and delivering a service or product that consumers 
would like to buy and use. Brands purpose is to increase awareness and highlight its benefits in a 
way that it’s appealing to the consumer. It is obvious that anyone can establish a company and 
start selling goods – people still want to drink coffee and tea, men need to shave their beards 
daily, we still need warm clothes. It is the technique of the presentation of the goods and ser-
vices which needs to be culturally relevant to the target consumer. Strong brand differentiates 
one seller’s product from others. (Aaker 1991, 34-40.) 
3.4 Perceived quality 
 
Perceived quality can be defined as the customer’s perception of the superiority or quality of a 
service or product with respect to its intended purpose, relative to alternatives. Perceived quali-
ty includes for example: 
- “Actual or objective quality: the extent to which the product or service delivers su-
perior service  
- Product-based quality: the nature and quantity of ingredients, features, or services 
included 
- Manufacturing quality: conformance to specification, the "zero defect"” 
 
Perceived quality is an abstract, overall feeling about certain brand. It typically will be based on 
underlying dimensions which include characteristics of the product to which the brand is at-
tached such as performance and reliability. (Aaker 1991, 19.) 
3.5 Brand associations 
 
Brand equity is supported in great part by the associations that consumers make with a certain 
brand. These different associations might include product attributes; particular symbol or a ce-
lebrity spokesperson. Associations are driven and lead by the brand identity - what the organiza-
tion wants the brand to be seen and stand for in the customer’s mind. A key to building strong 
brands is to implement and develop a brand identity. (Aaker 1991, 104) 
Building a strong brand is a hard job. People are very judgmental nowadays so the smallest mis-
take done in the company that owns the brand can cause a serious damage in customer’s minds. 
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Of course it depends of the nature of the mistake that company does, but in worst case of sce-
nario the customer could stop buying the brand. It’s very important for companies to keep a 
clean and trustable image for example by taking part to charity programs etc.  
4 Karl Fazer current situation 
 
Karl Fazer brand is one of Fazer corporation’s brands. Fazer corporation’s values are passion for 
customers, quality excellence and team spirit. Karl Fazer is a synonym to true Finnish chocolate. 
Other corner stones for Karl Fazer brand are high quality, deliciousness and traditionalism. The 
chocolate is still done in Finland with the same recipe they used in 1922 when the chocolate was 
launched. What is different about Karl Fazer chocolate is that it is made from fresh milk, where-
as most of the competitors use milk powder instead. There are three different product groups 
under the Karl Fazer brand: Karl Fazer (in Finland it’s better known as Fazerin Sininen which 
means Fazer Blue), Karl Fazer Exclusive and Karl Fazer Nordic Gourmet. Both Exclusive and Nor-
dic Gourmet product groups were launched in the 2000s. (Finland's most valued brand 2012).   
4.1 Packages/Symbols and logo 
 
The package has two distinctive features, blue color and golden Karl Fazer signature. Blue color 
was important to Karl Fazer; to him it symbolized Finnish nature and the independent native 
land.  The golden signature is a promise for high quality chocolate.  
 
Image 1: Wrappings from different decades (Fazer Public Image Bank 2013.) 
The blue color was trademarked in 2001 and it is first trademarked color in Finland. The package 
has been redesigned time to time and the newest design was introduced in 2013. The look of the 
brand was renewed in order to support Karl Fazer’s international growth. The new design is more 
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modern and joyful, and it portraits small magical moments. (Fazerin Sininen pukeutuu uuteen 
designiin vuodenvaihteessa 2012). Image 1 shows Karl Fazer packages from the 1920, 2005 and 
2013.  
 
Image 2: Karl Fazer Logo (Fazer Public Image Bank 2013.) 
The basic idea behind the logo has been same since launching, golden Karl Fazer signature. The 
logo remained close to its original until 2005, when the signature was modified to look more 
modern and simple. The newest logo (see image 2) was introduced to public in 2013, when the 
overall look for Karl Fazer brand was redesigned to support Fazer’s international growth.  
4.2 Slogans and jingle 
 
The most popular slogan that the Fazer Corporation has used is: Sanokaa Fazer, kun haluatte 
hyvää! (Say Fazer when you want something good!). In past few years, Karl Fazer has been using 
few different slogans such as “Ajattele suklaata” (Think chocolate) and “Hyvät hetket on tehty 
nautittaviksi” (Good moments are made to enjoy). Think chocolate –campaign is bit older, but it 
tells how strong brand Karl Fazer is in Finland. Advertisements for this campaign had only the 
golden text “Ajattele suklaata” on blue background. (See image 3) That was enough to make the 
brand association. 
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Image 3: Think Chocolate Billboard ("H & M Lagerfelt" vuoden 2004 paras ulkomainos 2005.) 
Song by Finnish singer Katri Helena called “Hetki Sininen” (Moment Blue) was first introduced to 
public in 1977. Different versions of the song were used in Karl Fazer advertisements for over 20 
years, and it became a significant part of the Karl Fazer brand image. Early in the 2000 Karl 
Fazer stopped using the song for few years, but in 2005 new instrumental and singed versions 
came back to Karl Fazer advertisements. These new versions are now used for all Karl Fazer TV 
commercials, excluding Karl Fazer Nordic Gourmet product group. (Fazer Sininen 2010.) 
4.3 Karl Fazer Exclusive 
 
Karl Fazer Exclusive product family includes the most luxurious and finest thin dark chocolates 
Fazer has. Karl Fazer Exclusive products were launched in 2006. All Karl Fazer Exclusive choco-
lates are dark with 70 per cent cocoa content. The Exclusive packaging has the distinctive blue 
color and golden signature. (See image 4.) Packaging size is smaller and chocolate itself is thin-
ner than the basic Karl Fazer chocolate. The Exclusive products are priced higher than the basic 
Karl Fazer chocolates. Exclusive line is sold only in Finland. (Fazer Sininen 2010.) 
Karl Fazer Exclusive marketing strategy is to some extent similar to the basic Karl Fazer. Image 4 
shows one print ad Karl Fazer Exclusive has used when they launched new Exclusive flavors. This 
advertisement is from Finnish magazine Gloria which is targeted to 25-44 year old female read-
ers. The text in Finnish says: “Once we reached the perfect result we made it even better.” and 
“Things are never so well that they couldn’t be better.”  
4.4 Karl Fazer Nordic Gourmet 
 
Karl Fazer Nordic Gourmet product family was launched in 2009. Nordic Gourmet line was in-
spired by Finnish nature and pure Nordic flavors and berries. Nordic Gourmet line is very differ-
ent compared to other Karl Fazer products. The package has different design, it is more decora-
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tive and it is not blue. Only the Karl Fazer logo is the same. The package is illustrated in image 4 
on the right side. (Fazerin sininen 2010.) 
 
Image 4: Karl Fazer Exclusive and Karl Fazer Nordic Gourmet (Fazer Exclusive onnistui 2009 & 
Fazerin Sininen 2013.) 
Nordic Gourmet has a different marketing strategy. It is priced higher than normal Karl Fazer 
chocolate. Nordic Gourmet is positioned as a luxurious chocolate and it is priced little higher 
than the basic Karl Fazer chocolate. Nordic Gourmet can easily be given as a gift and it can be 
bought from online stores that deliver worldwide. The line has its own slogan: “Pohjola vaatii ja 
antaa” (The North demands and gives). The TV advertisements are different from other Karl 
Fazer advertisements. They emphasize how rough the nature of the North is and in these adver-
tisements they don’t use the “Hetki Sininen” jingle. (Fazerin sininen 2010.) 
4.5 Finland’s most valued brand 
 
In Finland’s annual Brand Valuation, Karl Fazer Milk Chocolate has been valued as the country’s 
top rated brand for many years. Karl Fazer Milk Chocolate has been known from the very begin-
ning in 1922 for Karl Fazer’s signature in gold and the blue colored wrapping-paper. Blue color 
was really important to Mr. Fazer because to him it was a symbol of the Finnish beautiful nature 
and his independent native land. Fazer has exclusive right to sell chocolate in the well-known 
blue wrapping. The colors work as a symbol and as a name for the chocolate, there is no need to 
even write the name out. (The Fazer Story 2010.) 
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Fazer Blue came to markets in year 1922. Fazer Blue is without dispute the most famous choco-
late in Finland. Of all the chocolate bars that have been sold in Finland, the share of Fazer Blue 
is as much as 65 percent. The sales raised 27 percent after they re-launched the brand in the 
first half year of their business. As the honor of the 90 anniversary of Finland's independence, the 
blue-and-white fest-chocolate was launched in January 2007, which shows how important Fazer 
Blue as a brand is to Finland and its citizens. (The Fazer Story 2010.) 
The brand equity is extremely high because of multiple factors. Fazer has done an amazing work 
with the product. Even though Fazer Blue is the chocolate market leader in Finland at the mo-
ment, Fazer needs to keep up the good work so the leader spot stays with the brand in the future 
as well. Everyone in Finland knows the brand so the company does not have to focus on that an-
ymore. What they should do, is come up with new campaigns and ideas for the chocolate.  Choc-
olate is the thing what Finns will always buy no matter what the economy situation is, so the 
brand is kind of a safe ground. Finnish people trust the company and the image of the great 
brand called Fazer Blue will not change easily which is naturally great thing in Fazers point of 
view.  
5 Research methods 
 
5.1 Theme interview  
 
An interview is a conversation between two or more people where different questions are asked 
by the interviewer and naturally the interviewee is supposed to response to the questions. The 
idea of theme interview is to find out interviewees thoughts, feelings, opinions and apprehen-
sions of certain themes. Interview is self-directive and there is no specific order to go through 
the themes. Interviews are a standard part of qualitative research. Interviews are also used in 
media reporting, journalism and in various employment-related contexts. (Kurkela 2015.) 
The main purpose in theme interview is to understand the meaning of what the interviewees say 
and mean. Interviewing, when considered as a method for conducting qualitive research is a 
technique used to understand the knowledge and experiences of others. (Kurkela 2015.) 
5.2 Association technique  
 
Association techniques purpose is to tell a word to the answerer and ask she or he to tell the first 
thing that comes to his or hers mind. The purpose is to get a first thought or impression of cer-
tain thing, in this case of a certain brand. Association technique is a good way to measure the 
overall impression of a brand. It’s an technique which give an honest response from the an-
swerer. By using this technique the company gets a picture what is people honest opinion of the 
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brand. For companies it’s really important to create a good image of their brand by creating a 
good using experience and by strong and creative marketing. (Muistamismallit 2015.) 
5.3 Execution 
 
In this research I used theme interviews and association technique. I interviewed Jonna Pelvo, 
senior brand manager at Fazer on 13th of January 2015 and on 6th of May 2015. I used theme 
interviews in both sessions. Themes in first interviews were about the brand in general and in 
second interview we focused more into international markets. In the first session the themes 
were; brand elements, marketing, competition and brand equity. In the second interviews theme 
was taking the business abroad. 
I also used brand association technique and asked from 20 different people, age 20-60 what 
comes to their mind of Karl Fazer –brand. I created a brand association map based on results I got 
from answerers. Observation was also a part of the work. I researched for example their social 
media behavior (web-pages, twitter, Facebook). The results from both methods are shown in the 
next chapters.  
6 Marketing  
 
Karl Fazer uses many different channels to reach the public. They have used the traditional ways 
of marketing: TV commercials, print ads in magazines and newspapers, billboards and other out-
door advertisements. Streetcars are one of the advertising platforms for Karl Fazer, for example 
in 2011 three of the streetcars in Helsinki were painted with Fazer colors and logos. Karl Fazer 
started using streetcar ads already in the late 1800s. Karl Fazer uses more modern marketing 
channels, too. In addition to basic webpage, Karl Fazer has its own YouTube channel, Facebook 
fan page, and Twitter account. Karl Fazer is active in social media, for example, they update 
their Facebook status at least once a week and they answer questions fast. Fazerin Sininen Face-
book site has 230 000 fans. (Pelvo, haastattelu 13.1.2015 ) 
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Image 5 Advertisements Introducing New Flavors (Fazerin Sininen 2013) 
For the past 10 years Karl Fazer has mainly used advertising for two purposes; introducing new 
flavors to the public but also building and maintaining the brand image. They have been very 
consistent with both of these types. When introducing a new flavor, they usually show an ad 
where the fruit, berry, cookie or candy gets covered with chocolate. (See image 5.) Only the 
newest TV commercial for the newest flavor, dark chocolate and orange crisp, is different and 
follows the new international theme. The print advertisement for that flavor is seen in image 5 
on the left. (Pelvo, haastattelu, 13.1.2015 ) 
 
Image 6 Good Moments Are Made to Enjoy –advertisement (Fazer n.d.) 
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The newest ad for building brand image is slightly different from other recent advertisements. 
Image 6 shows one of the newest ads Karl Fazer has launched. All the ads that aim for building 
brand image regardless of the marketing channel share many similarities. They all demonstrate 
these “blue moments” and use the “Hetki Sininen” song. Karl Fazer chocolate will break the rou-
tine and stop the time in a way that will bring this important blue moment to you. 
Fazer had charity campaign last year where they promised to give 5 cents per each Karl Fazer 
chocolate bar sold to help build schools in Ivory Coast, Africa. Cost for building one decent school 
in Africa is around 70 000 euros. Fazer launched this charity campaign by publishing a front page 
advertisement in Helsingin Sanomat Sunday issue. Helsingin Sanomat is the most popular newspa-
per in Finland and the cost for such ad is approximately 50 000 euros. (Kaarenoja 2012.) 
The charity campaign received a lot of negative feedback for two reasons.  First, the price for 
the advertisement is almost the same as price for the school. Some people thought that in this 
case the corporate social responsibility was too artificial and forced. The other reason for nega-
tive associations was the fact that most of the cocoa beans Fazer uses are from Ivory Coast. 
Fazer does not always know where the cocoa beans are originally from but the fact is that most 
of the cocoa beans that originate from Western Africa are collected by children. People thought 
that Fazer acted like a hypocrite because it uses child labor but at the same time it campaigns 
that children’s place is a school. (Kaarenoja 2012.) 
The campaign raised 139 000 euros, but after the campaign Fazer did also apologize the annoy-
ance they had caused. They also promised to be more responsible in future and pay closer atten-
tion to the circumstances of the farms from which they buy the cocoa beans.  
7 Market analysis and segmentation 
 
While considering the product of Karl Fazer, chocolate is a product, which has a lot of different 
consumers, and it can be targeted to almost every people. However, this makes the market anal-
ysis and especially the segmentation more important for the brand. By segmenting the target 
market, Karl Fazer is able to reach the main customers of their brand. This part of the research 
will divide the market of Karl Fazer into smaller market segments based on the different charac-
teristics that Karl Fazer’s consumers have.  
7.1 Demographics 
 
Demographic segmentation narrows down such characteristics as gender, age and culture of the 
consumers. For Karl Fazer, age is not something they want to narrow down when marketing their 
chocolate. However, they have some chocolate products that are more aimed to children and 
some of them more aimed to adults. Next two chapters defines more in details what de-
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mographics have been taken under consideration while marketing the chocolate to different age 
groups for example. 
7.1.1 Age 
 
Karl Fazer as a brand and their chocolate products are targeted to different age groups within 
the market. These age groups can be divided into different categories to which the brand is of 
course marketed in different ways. For example blue chocolate is more marketed to adults and 
old people because of it being the original flavor but some of the other flavors are more market-
ed to children or young adults. The following list shows the divided age group segments: 
 Children (3-15 years old) 
 Young adults (16-25 years old) 
 Adults (26-50 years old) 
 Seniors (51 and over) 
(Pelvo, haastattelu, 13.1.2015) 
7.1.2 Other demographic segments 
 
Other segments demographic wise that apply in the brand and their market segmentation are 
such segments as gender, income, occupation and education, and ethnic background. The brand 
and the chocolate are marketed both women and men, more likely to every people no matter 
what is their income status since Karl Fazer mainly uses the prices in which it can compete within 
the chocolate markets. The chocolate Karl Fazer sells is sold to different people with different 
occupations too. Some of the products are more or less targeted to students and some of them 
more or less to people who are highly educated. Ethnic background does not narrow the market 
segments even though the brand is Finnish and pursues Finnish characteristics. It is still marketed 
to every consumer who likes the idea behind it; produced from real milk, not based on the cul-
tural factors. (Pelvo, haastattelu, 13.1.2015) 
7.2 Psychographic 
 
Dividing the target market of the brand by psychographic characteristics helps Karl Fazer to focus 
on different factors psychographic wise; such as activities and interests. More broadly the psy-
chographic segmentation will define the target market based on the lifestyles the customers 
have. Lifestyles build up from certain characteristics. These characteristics also define the cus-
tomers who buy the products; the ones who like to cook or bake, they are more likely to buy the 
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chocolate for that matter and some of the target audience just likes to spend time with friends 
and offer something sweet to eat such as chocolate.  
Besides the activities the customers have, the interest towards Internet and television are also 
valuable when segmenting the market. By having different age groups within the market segmen-
tation phase, Karl Fazer is able to divide these segments by their interests as well. Some of the 
age groups use more Internet than the others, such as young adults and children. Old people are 
easier to be reached via television or radio for example. (Pelvo, haastattelu, 13.1.2015) 
Opinions are also something that is addressed within the consumers of Karl Fazer brand. The 
overall opinion of a chocolate made in Finland is attractive to the Finnish consumers. Since most 
of the customers of Karl Fazer are currently Finnish customers or people living in Finland, their 
opinions often tend to support products produced in Finland. This defines the opinion character-
istic a bit more.  
7.3 Direct and behavior-response segmentation 
 
Furthermore, Karl Fazer can divide its market segments into the following categories; direct and 
behavior-response segments. The consumers with direct segmentation are more likely to be the 
customers that the brand already has; the current customers. However, prospective customers 
also belong to this group since the idea of direct segmentation is to define these two categories 
of customers; existing and potential, and market the product individually to them. Karl Fazer has 
as a brand different ways to market their products to current customers and potential customers; 
people who are aware of the brand and people that are not. This automatically is tied into one of 
the previous market segments; geographic, since more likely the new customers are right now 
the international customers. All new flavors that Karl Fazer produces are targeted to current cus-
tomers but for example the blue chocolate is a product more likely to be targeted to the poten-
tial customers. (Pelvo, haastattelu, 13.1.2015) 
Behavior-response segment divides the consumers of the brand into certain categories by the 
frequency, what are the benefits and occasions buying and using it. In the situation of Karl Fazer, 
their customers based on behavior-response are more likely to be divided into two different cat-
egories; some of the customers use it often and some of the quite seldom because of the variety 
of different brands within the chocolate industry. The customers who use it often are loyal to the 
brand; this is at the same time connected to the loyalty-response. To summarize the following 
paragraph and the customers of Karl Fazer based on behavior-response, some of them are very 
loyal to the brand to which Karl Fazer aims to market the new flavors and new products just to 
be able to offer something new and keep their loyal customers. The other end is the customers 
who are not so loyal but do buy the product occasionally. To these the brand will market their 
product more or less by using the blue chocolate and the story behind it to attract these custom-
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ers. However, the competition within chocolate industry is hard and therefore all the different 
brands are producing new flavors to attract the customers; Karl Fazer also does this to attract 
new potential customers and get them to be loyal to the brand.  
8 Brand associations 
 
Brand associations tell what comes to consumers’ mind when they hear certain brand name. Suc-
cessful brand should have strong, favorable, and unique brand associations. (Principles of Adver-
tising and Brand Management 2012, 129.) Karl Fazer associative map is presented in figure 1.  
I choose 20 persons from different age groups to answer what comes to them minds when they 
first think Karl Fazer chocolate. I executed this research in central Helsinki and stopped people 
who were walking by. The answerers’ age range was between 20-65 years. I got 5 answers from 
each age group: 20-30 years, 30-40years, 40 to 50 years and 50 to 65 years.  
 All associations were positive. I got very different answers from different age groups.  Some as-
sociations relate to the product attributes such as fresh milk or blue packaging color. Other asso-
ciations such as high quality or trustworthiness relate to the brand image Karl Fazer has built so 
this came up in every age group. In age group 40 to 50 and 50 to 65 I clearly saw that traditional-
ism came into their minds. Some of them thought Katri Helena who is older Finnish singer and 
some Finland and its elegancy; northern lights nature and the pureness that Finland has.  Young-
er thought more about the different flavors and the packaging. In age group 30 to 40 came up 
more the features and feelings of the chocolate such as high quality, fresh milk, warmth and 
trustworthiness.  
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Figure 1: Karl Fazer Associative Map (Research results) 
Finnish consumers naturally associate it as a product from Finland. Finland creates a lot of new 
associations to consumers and these associations vary based on consumers’ background. Karl 
Fazer should pay attention to what kind of associations Finland has in consumers’ mind when pur-
suing international growth and also when segmenting in domestic markets. 
9 Competition analysis 
 
According to the book Principles of Advertising and Brand Management, “deciding to target a cer-
tain type of consumer often defines the nature of competition” (Principles of Advertising and 
Brand Management 2012, 137.) This basically means that while Karl Fazer has their own target 
market (defined in the previous chapter), they have for sure certain competitors who offer simi-
lar products. The following chapter will focus on the competition the brand Karl Fazer faces 
within their marketing and markets define their main competitors and state some of their Points 
of Parities and Points of Differences towards these competing brands. Results are based on inter-
views. 
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9.1 Competition  
 
The competition within the chocolate industry in Finland is focusing on main brands such as Karl 
Fazer, Panda and Brunberg. However, there are also quite big market share for some of the 
cheap brands that produce chocolate besides their other products. These brands are Pirkka and 
Rainbow. They offer different chocolate flavors and products with cheap prices. That is why they 
are also seen as competitors for Karl Fazer and its chocolate brand. (Pelvo, haastattelu, 
13.1.2015) 
Besides the Finnish brands, Karl Fazer is also competing within the international markets. Such 
brands as Marabou from Sweden and Milka from Switzerland are common in Finnish markets and 
create competition for Karl Fazer as well. The following section will define some of the main 
points of parity and points of difference that apply. Furthermore, these POP’s and POD’s will 
then define where Karl Fazer stands in the markets and how they actually stand out. (Pelvo, 
haastattelu, 13.1.2015) 
To set the main competitors for Karl Fazer, they will definitely be Panda, Brunberg and Marabou. 
Even though Marabou is not a Finnish brand, it still has a huge market share chocolate wise in 
Finland. These three brands are also the competitors towards which the following sub sections 
will focus on; the points of parities and points of differences between Karl Fazer and these com-
peting brands.  
9.1.1 Points of Parity 
 
Points of parity define the similarities within certain brands in the industry. Sometimes these 
points of parity can also be seen as a good factor to be used in the marketing of a certain brand. 
However, in the chocolate industry in Finland Karl Fazer is the leader and when being in that po-
sition it is not always that wise to start to use points of parity within the marketing and market-
ing tactics.  
In the chocolate industry some of the similarities are quite obvious within different brands. Since 
it is all about the taste, most of the chocolates are similar to each other and it is almost hard to 
tell the difference.  This can be seen as a point of parity within different chocolate brands in 
Finland too and this is also the area where Karl Fazer is competing.  
Some other points of parities are also the size of the package in which the chocolate comes. Most 
of the chocolates of these brands come in rectangle packages and weight two hundred (200) 
grams. Characteristics like these are seen as a point of parity, and most of the brands do use the 
same package outlook and make them similar to each other. This way the customer knows at 
least that inside the package there is chocolate so when Karl Fazer is selling their chocolate in a 
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grocery store besides their other products, customers are more know what is chocolate and what 
is not because of the recognizable package outlook.  
9.1.2 Points of Difference 
 
Comparing Karl Fazer to these three brands listed above, the main point of difference in the way 
the Karl Fazer makes their chocolate and markets it. The idea behind the fact that they tend to 
differentiate taste wise is that the basic chocolate of Karl Fazer (Fazerin sininen) is produced by 
using fresh milk in it. According to Jonna Pelvo: “Fazer is one of the few chocolate manufactur-
ers that still uses fresh milk in its production”. By this they are also referring in many of their 
advertising materials to the pleasure you get while eating Fazer chocolate, this is also part of 
differentiating the brand from the others.  
Another main difference compared to the competitors is that Karl Fazer has, besides their basic 
chocolate product (Fazerin sininen), a variety of different flavors such as Marianne, Omar and 
many others. These flavors are basically only offered by Karl Fazer since for example Marianne is 
product of Fazer so they added it to their chocolate as well and made it a new flavor for their 
chocolate product.  
In Finnish markets, Karl Fazer is also differentiating by using the Finnish colors such as blue in 
their packages. It creates value especially to Finnish consumers and differentiates the brand from 
the other brands. People can immediately have association of Karl Fazer, it being a Finnish choc-
olate brand because of the colors. The colors also deliver the image of high quality product by 
being more appropriate and mature than compared to the competitors. For example Marabou has 
fun and bright colors such as yellow and red but instead Karl Fazer shows high quality by having 
blue and some cold tones in their product package and overall look of the brand.  
9.2 Customer perceptions against competitive brands 
 
Customers’ associations and perceptions about Karl Fazer are illustrated in figure 1. Customers 
think that Karl Fazer is traditional, friendly and Finnish chocolate. The fact that Karl Fazer is 
Finnish and still made in Finland is important to many consumers. Even though Panda and Brun-
berg are also made in Finland they do not have as strong Finnish image as Karl Fazer. Marabou is 
as a foreign chocolate but consumers do not think it as a Swedish chocolate. 
As mentioned in earlier chapters, Karl Fazer is perceived as a traditional high quality chocolate 
from Finland. Panda and Marabou are perceived as more playful and generic compared to Fazer. 
They are not seen such high quality products even though they are in the same price range as 
Karl Fazer. Panda and Marabou are also targeted to younger consumers. Brunberg in the other 
hand is seen as a more festive chocolate and it is marketed to more mature consumers. 
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Different perceptions Finnish consumers have, can be noticed by looking the situations when 
Finnish consumers buy chocolate. When one feels buying basic milk chocolate, Karl Fazer is the 
top of mind product to most Finnish customers. When wanting a flavored chocolate, Marabou 
might come in mind. They have fewer flavors than Karl Fazer but those few flavors are very pop-
ular in Finland. Consumers do not think about Panda unless they want to buy big bar of white 
chocolate or chocolate for baking. In Finland Panda is perceived as a licorice brand rather than 
as a chocolate brand. In conclusion, Karl Fazer is perceived as a good basic milk chocolate, Mara-
bou has some of the best flavors and Panda is perceived as a great chocolate for baking. 
10 Brand equity 
 
Consumers’ perception of the brand plays a key role in determining the worth of the brand.  
Companies can create brand equity for their products by making them easily recognizable, mem-
orable and superior in quality and reliability. Mass marketing campaigns can be also really helpful 
to create brand equity. Brand equity offers guidance to interpret past marketing performance 
and design future marketing programs.  Brand knowledge is the key to create brand equity. 
(Aaker 2002, 7-9) 
10.1 Brand dimensions 
 
The following chapter will focus on the key dimensions the Karl Fazer brand has. Based on the 
Managing the brand equity by David Aaker the different key aspects of brand dimensions will be 
defined more in details further on.  
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Figure 2: Brand equity pyramid (Aaker 1991, 1) 
 
Customer-based brand equity pyramid helps identify six different sections; Salience, perfor-
mance, imagery, feeling and judgments. There are four bigger stages of brand development; 
Identity, meaning, response and relationships where all of those six sections are based on.  Pyr-
amid’s lowest part salience comes hand in hand with identity. Basically it tells all about the 
product itself: “Who are you?” Performance and Imagery go under meaning-section. Meaning sec-
tion tells what the product is about: “What are you?” Feelings and judgment go under response 
and resonance goes under relationships, “what about you” and “what about you and me”.   
10.1.1 Salience 
 
Karl Fazer is a very persuasive brand for their consumers. Within the Finnish society at least con-
sumers think of Karl Fazer whenever they think of chocolate, particularly when they are consid-
ering buying milk chocolate. Consumers are easily able to recognize the brand under their blue 
wrapping package and the Fazer gold signature on it. This unique package makes the brand rec-
ognizable for consumers. Moreover, the consumers see the brand as simple but elegant with high 
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quality products. The brand wants their consumers to have a warmth and magic experience while 
eating the milk chocolate. (The Fazer Story 2010.) It provides a satisfaction of comfort and hap-
piness. Karl Fazer chocolate brings a unique sensation and an unforgettable taste experience.  
Finnish chocolate has a strong heritage in the food industry. Consumers recall of the talented 
Karl Fazer that started the very first food industry in Finland. First of all, consumers distinguish 
the product between high quality Karl Fazer chocolate and the other low quality chocolates. Fur-
thermore, they distinguish between milk chocolate and black chocolate. Within the milk choco-
late industry, Karl Fazer has introduced all kind of different flavors that make the consumer hav-
ing a specific experience. Therefore, it can be said that the consumers made their choice for a 
high quality Finnish milk chocolate. (Pelvo, haastattelu, 13.1.2015) 
The brand is doing a very good job in creating awareness. Every consumer is aware that Karl 
Fazer chocolate creates a unique experience with flavor and variety. Moreover, the brand has 
implemented a very catchy advertising slogan “Sanokaa Fazer, kun haluatte hyvää!” that remains 
in consumer’s mind and create a desire for Karl Fazer milk chocolate. It can be said that the 
brand knows exactly what kind of strategy to implement in order to have sufficient brand aware-
ness. (The secret of Fazer 2012.) 
10.1.2 Performance 
 
The company is especially focusing on what consumers hear about the brand from others, and 
what the firm can tell customers about the brand in their communication. Their goal is to design 
and deliver a product that fully satisfies consumers’ needs and wants. Karl Fazer is seen as a 
trustful brand and resonance, which must ensure consumers’ experiences with the milk choco-
late. The fact that Karl Fazer milk chocolate has an elegant blue wrapping with the gold signa-
ture on it shows that those are some attributes which help the company to perform well. (The 
Fazer Story 2010.)  
Karl Fazer chocolate has been famous since the beginning of the 20th century when the excep-
tional chocolate recipe came out. Ever since, the firm has used the same recipe which makes the 
consistency of their performance over time and from purchase to purchase. The firm has also an 
exceptional service quality. The company gives an intensive training to their employees so that 
they provide a full customer service. Moreover, the traditional design of Karl Fazer chocolate has 
a huge effect on the firm’s performance. Consumer has associated the signature of Karl Fazer on 
the blue wrapping as a real Finnish icon. Every single consumer is able to recognize the brand 
thanks to this unique package. Price is also a particularly important performance association for 
consumers. The traditional Karl Fazer milk chocolate has a price that everyone can easily afford. 
(Pelvo, haastattelu, 13.1.2015)  
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10.1.3 Imagery 
 
The other dimension of brand meaning is brand imagery. It is the way people think about the 
brand associated from their own experience or through advertising or by other source of infor-
mation. One of the four kinds of brand imagery is user imagery, which is about the type of person 
who uses the brand. Karl Fazer’s consumers are all kind of types since they can be parents buying 
chocolate for their children, young people who want to experiment the friendly chocolate, or 
adults who want to eat an elegant chocolate.  
Another type of imagery dimension tells consumers to buy and use the brand under what condi-
tions or situations. Karl Fazer milk chocolate is easy to find at any grocery stores or Karl Fazer 
confections. Moreover, one of the main goals of having Karl Fazer is to fulfill a need of hunger 
but also to satisfy the greed of having a sweet chocolate. It can be said that the milk chocolate 
tells consumers to buy it in order to experiment the traditional chocolate. 
Brand personality and values are types that brands may take on personality traits or human val-
ues through consumer experience. Karl Fazer develops a feeling of pleasure, enjoyment and 
makes people feel comfortable. Furthermore, the chocolate is seen as expert since consumers 
trust the brand and agree on the traditional values and personality. Fazer Blue chocolate evokes 
a sensation and emotion of elegance. The whole image of the brand is based on both simplicity 
and elegance through advertisement, wrapping and name of different flavors. 
Finally, Karl Fazer has a very important heritage and history that makes the brand so particular. 
The person that built the brand, the country in which Karl Fazer produced his chocolate are the 
factors that make the brand well-know and appreciated by consumers. These factors can help 
create a strong image and thus make the brand become iconic. The blue color evokes a very im-
portant feeling for Finnish people since it is a symbol of peace, quiet and national pride. There-
fore, Karl Fazer remains in consumers’ mind as an iconic Finnish person and make people feel 
like it is a part of Finnish cultural heritage. (Pelvo, haastattelu, 13.1.2015) 
10.1.4 Feelings 
 
The most powerful feeling when people think about Karl Fazer is warmth. The line of Karl Fazer 
design, ‘reflections’, refers to nature’s magic – the fleeting moment of which you can catch only 
a glimpse before it passes. Happiness comes from small, good moments experienced together in 
everyday life. The wrapping tries to catch some of these tiny magical moments which we all have 
experienced. The design brings Karl Fazer Milk Chocolate a few steps closer to a warmer, more 
inspiring and joyous feeling. Commercials of the chocolate are also full of warmness, the music 
and light just get one in relaxed and warm mood.  
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The appearance of Karl Fazer Milk Chocolate has been renewed several times during the past 
decades, last in 2013. The purpose of redesigning is to update the brand in the spirit of the 
times. The target is also to awake interest among the international public and to enhance the 
product’s high quality. 
10.1.5 Judgments 
 
Quality and credibility of Karl Fazer are extremely high. This beloved chocolate is made accord-
ing to the original recipe, which naturally is top secret. Secret of the taste is that only very best 
ingredients are accepted. Delicious taste lies in the rich and skillful combination of the highest 
quality: cocoa mass, fresh milk, sugar and cocoa butter. Fresh Finnish milk is a vital ingredient in 
Karl Fazer Milk chocolate. Every day, several tank trucks of carefully inspected, first-rate milk 
arrive at the chocolate factory in south Finland. What brings credibility to Karl Fazer is naturally 
that they have not had to change the original receipt at all. The same flavor has remained deli-
cious for ages now. Because the taste of Karl Fazer is so good and Finnish people love chocolate 
the brand has been number one rated brand and chocolate for several years. That tells something 
about the product as well.  
Superiority of Karl Fazer is high when comparing other chocolate brands in Finland. Major pro is 
naturally that Karl Fazer is Finnish and it has been done suitable for Finnish people. People can 
see the nostalgia and culture from just looking the wrapping paper. Karl Fazer has made his way 
to Finnish people hearts and it is hard to get away from there anymore. 
10.1.6 Resonance 
 
Finnish people are loyal for the brand because of its quality, price and the fact that Karl Fazer is 
Finnish. Usually when some product has been proved to be good, people tent to stick with it. 
Finnish people are very loyal to the brand mainly because it is so traditional and reminds people 
of their roots. It causes also feelings of safety to people. That is one thing that has been stayed 
the same for ages. Same taste since 1922. Of course all chocolates also cause addictions for some 
people and buying Karl Fazer weekly becomes a habit. (Pelvo, haastattelu, 13.1.2015) 
Finnish people really appreciate and are proud of Finnish products which cause loyalty to Fazer 
Blue. Because of Fazer Blue’s recipe has stayed same ever since it has established, it reminds 
especially older people of their childhood. That naturally evokes good memories and moments 
one has had in the past so Fazer has done obviously really good job by creating permanent and 
positive brand associations. Fazer is also building relationships with customers through different 
campaigns. Fazer Blue is also very active on Facebook and posts lot of different questions for 
customers to answer. They had a big birthday campaign running on Facebook few years ago 
where they asked what have been customers’ favorite blue moment and the best memories with 
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Fazer Blue so far. The campaign got lot of position attention. It’s important to be active with 
branding even though Fazer Blue is known everywhere in Finland. 
11 Brand Evaluation 
 
Fazer Blue is the leader of the chocolate industry within Finland. As mentioned before, in Finland 
Karl Fazer is one of the most popular brands. The brand has all kind of different consumers in-
cluding children, young adults, adults and seniors. Karl Fazer is making a good job in emphasizing 
that it is perfect for everyone and anyone can afford it. One of the most impressive things con-
cerning the brand is that there is no negative aspect. The customers are loyal and see Fazer Blue 
as an iconic brand. The name of Karl Fazer is a strong heritage for Finnish people and a national 
pride. It reminds of the very first successful food industry that Fazer has launched.  
The brand is doing well in marketing and building brand awareness among customers. Moreover, 
the brand image is focusing on the fact that it is traditional, unique and evokes a sensation of 
joyful and elegance. Karl Fazer chocolate brings a magic and an unforgettable taste experience 
to consumers. The company wants consumers to experience the blue moment as unique and in-
spiring. Karl Fazer remains innovative in creating new flavors but also in launching new design 
packaging and catchy advertising. Therefore, Karl Fazer is a very successful, modern and tradi-
tional Finnish company. 
12 Development ideas 
 
Based on the previous analysis of Karl Fazer as a brand; their brand image, marketing and equity, 
gone through in this research, there are some key issues to be considered future wise and how 
Karl Fazer can improve especially their brand equity. The previous chapter main factor that came 
up when doing this research was that Karl Fazer is trying to build their brand to become interna-
tional in the near future. Such changes like package change did in the beginning of 2013 (men-
tioned in chapter 4.1.1 Packages / Symbols) aims to point the where Karl Fazer can easier start 
to build their brand awareness abroad. The recommendations in this chapter will focus mainly on 
the internalization of the brand since Karl Fazer already has a steady phase in Finnish markets.  
The aim in Finnish markets is basically keep their leading position and continue from there. How-
ever, this also has to be considered how to keep the position and how to offer the best quality 
chocolate in the future so that they will have loyal customers. Here are recommendations divid-
ed in two different parts; Finnish markets and going international markets. 
The following chapter will also have a conclusion of the recommendations listed below and sum-
marize the findings of this report.  
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12.1 Finnish markets 
Like mentioned earlier in the text, Karl Fazer has a leading position in the Finnish chocolate 
markets and the idea is to maintain the position they are at. To be able to do that, Karl Fazer 
should definitely stick with their current recipe that makes them different from the other choco-
late brands. This factor is something that the customers also appreciate which makes it even 
more important to the brand. To maintain their Finnish identity; the package, colors and some of 
the associations helps the brand to keep the core brand the same. Also, it would be recommend-
ed to keep the factories in Finland as well. This way their customers would value the brand they 
have done so far and it creates a good image behind the brand as well. Not many brands can af-
ford on having their factories in their home countries and that is why many of them are trans-
ferred to third world countries.  However, bringing up the new package design, within the Finnish 
markets the changes might be too much in terms of trying to change it from the classic look into 
the new and modern look because of the internationalization and it should be considered is it too 
internationally oriented. Like stated before; would be beneficial for the brand to maintain their 
package and colors the same and overall outlook when thinking about the Finnish markets, since 
the Finnish customers recognize the brand from certain characteristics. 
While working on with maintaining the position with the factors from which the Karl Fazer is al-
ready well known and what thought the brand creates within the minds of consumers (especially 
Finnish consumers), it would be also important to try to expand by creating new brand associa-
tions. To get new loyal customers and offer new products, the brand would be able to expand 
their market share, which is always something every brand wants to aim at. The brand associa-
tion map (in chapter 7.5 Brand associations) shows the main associations, which evoke within the 
customers of Karl Fazer. However, the brand association map could be ever broader and by cre-
ating new associations. The brand will be able to build their brand equity broader, which there-
fore creates more value to the brand itself but also to its customers. 
To be able to create new brand associations, maintain the position, it always requires a lot of 
actions especially marketing wise. Karl Fazer has succeeded to create recognizable image in Fin-
land but when thinking about their marketing, the marketing story behind the Karl Fazer is not so 
cohesive it could be. Such factors as slogan always highly represent the brand and it is something 
from which the consumers recognize the brand right away. Karl Fazer has used several different 
slogans throughout their marketing which kind of creates a messy feeling about the brand. How-
ever, one slogan stands up which is “Sanokaa Fazer kun haluatte hyvää” (in English “Say Fazer 
when you want something good”) and it is very well recognized. For Karl Fazer to be able to build 
the brand equity and from that point of view focus on the marketing, and especially social media 
marketing, it would be important to have a consistent marketing story behind the brand. Right 
now Karl Fazer actually has quite a lot of different slogans, which can be found from the chapter 
4.1.3 Slogans.  
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Based on the consumer analysis and different segments (chapter 7 Market analysis and segmenta-
tion) Karl Fazer has, one of the main focuses should also be to take care of knowing the custom-
ers; what they want and who they are. When the brand knows their customers, it is easier for 
them to carry out the marketing story the way it will have the most effect on them as well. One 
idea based on the current analysis of the brand and how the customer analysis could be more 
defined is that the brand could easily create customer profiles, in case the brand does not have 
them yet, which aim to define their customers more in depth. It is obvious that the customers of 
a chocolate brand have a variety of different characteristics but by creating these profiles the 
brand is also more ready to create the specific marketing tactics to reach these customers. With 
customer profiles Karl Fazer can have such factors as example pictures and scenarios created 
under which their customers use their product.  
By taking under consideration the current changes in the field of advertising and marketing, the 
brand should emphasize the social media marketing. Many of their customers can easily be 
reached via social media; such as young adults. Currently Karl Fazer only has a Facebook page 
and Twitter account but considering how largely social media has expanded within few years, a 
brand like Karl Fazer should expand their marketing channels as well. One possible recommenda-
tion for that could create an Instagram account since that is one platform, which has huge share 
marketing wise. It is easy to run campaigns on Instagram and build the brand awareness. Other 
channels the brand could try to use would be engaging the Finnish bloggers to market the brand 
by sending new flavors for them to review and that way the bloggers could market the chocolate 
and Karl Fazer as a brand in their blog. The main idea behind this is based on the fact that blog-
ging in Finland is a huge trend and some Finnish blogs are well known abroad too. From that 
point of view they could also benefit from that when trying to push the brand abroad.  
12.2 International markets 
Nowadays, Karl Fazer is trying to become successful also abroad. One of the future goals of the 
company is to grow internationally. Karl Fazer has already spread the product in Sweden and in 
Russia. Jonna Pelvo, Senior brand manager of Karl Fazer, says: “At the moment we already have 
some brand awareness in Russia and In Sweden and that is a big reason why to grow the markets 
in these countries. Both of the countries are strong chocolate countries and that is why we see an 
opportunity to grow our business there.” 
The company wants to build brand awareness outside Finland by focusing on new packages and 
advertisements. Karl Fazer should probably use packages and advertisements in an English ver-
sion in order to be selling the products all over Europe. Concerning the advertisement Fazer Blue 
might create the slogan in English to extend the brand equity. It is important that everyone must 
be able to understand the feeling that Karl Fazer wants to convey. The brand could also improve 
the English web page so that it is easier for everyone to get knowledge about the brand. Social 
media such as Facebook and Twitter can be an important tool for building the brand awareness. 
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That is why the company should focus on improving the English marketing. Karl Fazer can also 
create strong associations by emphasizing on the fact that it is a Finnish product in which it is 
famous for its pure nature and fresh air. Fazer Blue can probably focus on the Finnish exoticism 
that the brand can bring and the unique fresh chocolate experience.  
Karl Fazer should keep on being innovative and ambitious by introducing all kind of different suc-
cessful flavors abroad. The brand could also do a market research on which particular flavour 
consumers prefer and introduce the one into Europe. It might be important for the brand equity 
to know the customers preferences that Europeans might have in order to build a strong market 
position.  
 
Figure 3: Customer Profile n.d. (Principles of advertising and branding. 2012.) 
When taking the business abroad the most important thing is market research. As stated in the 
previous chapter the actions Karl Fazer takes in Finnish markets, the same actions will apply 
when going abroad as well; studying the customers of the brand, how they act and where they 
are. Based on research it seems like Fazer Blue is not yet quite sure how to take the business 
abroad. Changing the packaging was good action, since it’s more suitable for international mar-
kets but other than that they seem not to have enough knowledge about taking the business to 
the next level on abroad. The new modern frame of the wrapping paper is well updated and suit-
able for international markets. However, the company should not forget its Finnish heritage and 
roots. When advertising the brand abroad one of the most important things is highlight the Finn-
ish nature and its exoticism. What company obviously wants is that foreigners associate the 
chocolate to Finnish pureness, nature and high quality of the product.   
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Defining the target market on abroad is also one of the most important things to do. Company 
has to know the audience they are going to sell the product really well so they will get the best 
possible result out of it. As said before on section 8.1, making customer profiles are really im-
portant to do. It definitely gives lot of specific information about the target market. Knowing 
your target market helps the company to come up with good advertising and campaign ideas.  
13 Conclusion 
 
Based on this research Karl Fazer brand has obviously a very good state in the current markets. 
Karl Fazer has stayed Finland’s the most valuable brand for many years now and it seems that 
they will keep up the good work and continue as a market leader.  
Based on the findings above, for Karl Fazer it is obviously important to separate the two main 
market segments while aiming to improve the brand equity and maintaining the current position 
as a leader in Finnish markets. Karl Fazer brand has two main segments; the customer base in 
Finland and the customer base abroad. The latter segment includes both the existing interna-
tional customers and the potential international customers. Karl Fazer should focus on separating 
the segments into their own groups. To expand more within international markets it requires 
more market research from Karl Fazer. In addition to the market research and studying the mar-
ket segments they have and they want to have, Karl Fazer should also focus on creating new 
marketing strategies and tactics. As the technology changes, the brand should change its market-
ing as well as communication strategies. By planning on what marketing channels to use and ex-
panding the social media marketing the brand would be able to create the same buzz abroad 
they have already created in Finland.  
Karl Fazer associative map shows that the associations of the brand are on great level. Using 
this map helps Fazer to think about the segmentation and marketing plan. There is important 
information about the different age groups that naturally have associations different of each 
other. Younger people need more colors and flavors to encourage them to make buying deci-
sions and older people value the traditionalism and elegancy in the product.  
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Appendix 1. Theme interview1. 
 
1. Brand elements 
-  Which are the elements of the brand when considering the brand marketing and 
equity? 
2. Marketing 
-  Which elements are the most important in Karl Fazer’s marketing?  
- How do you marketing at the moment and has it changed over time a lot? 
- How do you do marketing abroad versus in domestic markets? 
3. Competition 
- Which brands are the biggest threats? 
- How do you think Karl Fazer has taken the number #1 position in Finnish markets, 
how does it beat the others? 
4. Brand equity 
- Comments about brands equity in general 
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Appendix 2. Theme interview2. 
 
1. What is the timetable for spreading the Karl Fazer brand to abroad? 
2. To which countries are you aiming to spread the bran first? Why? 
3. Witch operations do you think are the most effective ones to get the brand spread 
according to your aim? 
4. When focusing on international markets, how are you going to keep the brand at #1 
place in the Finnish markets? 
5. When taking the business abroad the most important thing is market research. What 
main things are you going to take under consideration of country’s markets?  
 
